
A REPORT ON THE ESPIONAGE DURING THE CIVIL WAR

Tactical or battlefield intelligence became very vital to both armies in the field during the Greenhow delivered reports to
Jordan via the â€œSecret Line,â€• the name for the system used to get letters, intelligence reports, and other
documents across.

She often brought an antique French plate warmer on her prison visits, its hollow bottom filled with secret
supplies. From then on the agency took its orders from McClellan, commander of the Department of the Ohio,
who was preparing to invade western Virginia in  The commander of the group returned the following day
with the list signed by each man. There were spy rings in each of the capital cities, Washington D. Explore our
complete time lines of major events in American history as well as World History. Stealing Secrets by H.
Charlton eventually revealed that he worked for a detective agency run by a Scot called Allan Pinkerton, who
was always on the look out for new talent. But their discussions were soon interrupted by a knock at the door.
McClellan wanted Pinkerton to ascertain the approximate strength of the Confederate army in the region
before the assault beganâ€”a mission that would require a spy to penetrate deep into Virginia without arousing
suspicion. Lee to halt his army and prepare for the Battle of Gettysburg. Secret Service, Pinkerton actually
worked only for McClellan. This made it easy for both sides to recruit spies. Though he called his operation
the U. Grant came to Richmond, he visited her to thank her for her service to the nation. To maintain secrecy
Pinkerton used the alias E. True story! The agent discovered that the reason Captain Scheaffer obtained an odd
assortment of weapons was because he was attempting to secretly form an independent command consisting of
infantry, cavalry, and artillery units. At the same time Captain Scheaffer was in line to be promoted to the rank
of Major. Cox wasted no time in exploiting the new intelligence. Both the Union and the Confederacy used
women extensively as spies.


